CBT Nuggets, LLC

CBT Nuggets, LLC is a member of eBay’s VeRO program. We are CBT Nuggets, LLC, a leading provider of IT training solutions for all levels of Learners.

Our principal offering is subscription streaming access to the CBT Nuggets Content, including but not limited to the CBT Nuggets Learner-facing applications and course delivery platforms, individual videos within a series, entire series, series packages, supplemental materials, Learner resources, quiz questions, proprietary instances of the virtual lab and/or streaming subscription access to any portions thereof. CBT Nuggets, LLC expressly reserves all right, title, ownership, and any and all claims to the underlying intellectual property rights of the CBT Nuggets Content.

CBT Nuggets Content is "sold" via streaming subscription access and therefore any physical copy is a counterfeit or unauthorized reproduction. Purchasing pirated, reproduced, duplicated, or derivative or otherwise counterfeit CBT Nuggets products presents multiple problems.

First, pirated content disadvantages Learners. Learners who actually want to learn are unable to receive the full benefit of the Content without access to virtual labs, Transcender practice exams, Accountability Coaching, Learner Support, and the Learner Community including access to Mentors; in fact, learners using pirated content may be working with out of date information. Sometimes criminals will edit our content by blurring trademarks, slowing the playback, or otherwise altering the content thinking this will avoid infringement of intellectual property. However, such actions are still criminal violations and negatively impact the learning experience.

Second, pirated content disadvantages us. We develop and improve content based on how the content is accessed from our servers. If criminals pirate our content and distribute it across the internet, we don’t have the best data on which courses are being accessed and which courses require improvement. Pirated content not only limits our ability to put out the best possible IT training solution, but it also takes money away from those of our staff who are paid on royalties from our Content. When CBT Nuggets loses money, it inhibits our ability to offer free training to displaced workers and recently separated veterans, as well as continue our other charity work through our NuggetLove program.

Finally, pirated content brings a plethora of related issues. Because all of our Content is available online streaming, pirated copies are "ripped" from our video player. These "ripping" programs are often obtained from illicit sources that often infect the "ripped" video with viruses or other malicious software. The revenue generated from pirating software and the distribution of pirated materials often funds further criminal activity. Your dollars can either support our innovation or their crime.
We appreciate the popularity of CBT Nuggets Content and encourage Learners of all levels to visit our website (www.cbt nuggets.com) and experience our product the way it was intended- direct from the source.